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An commenced in 1956, to identify some doubtful 
Danish moths belonging to the genus Pammene Hiibner, 1825 
disclosed that certain taxonomic problems within this genus were 
still open to question. I soon realized that it would be impossible 
for me to attach the correct name to some of lhe without 
including material from abroad, undertaking a critical study of 
the literary sources, and getting knowledge of the structure of 
the genitalia of type material of the species involved. 

Thanks to the generous help rendered by Mr. J. D. Bradley 
(British Museum, Natural History) in London, (t) Professor E. M. 
Hering (Zoologisches Museum der Universitiit) in Berlin, and 
Dr. Pierre Viette (Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle) in Paris 
I got the opportunity to check the identity of the dubious species 
by comparison with existing type material preserved in the mu
seums mentioned. I am also much indebted to Dr. P. Benander 
(Hoor, Sweden), Dr. H. Bruun (Abo, Finland), Dr. W. Hackman 
(Helsingfors, Finland), Mr. E. Pyndt (Saxkobing, Denmark), and 
:Mr. I. Svensson (Osterslov, Sweden) for loan of material, as well 
as to Dr. A. Diakonoff (Leiden, Holland) for valuable information. 

All the photographs except fig. 38 have been taken by Mr. 
H. V. Christensen (Zoological Museum, Copenhagen); fig. 38 has 
been supplied by Mr. P. Kinck (Copenhagen), whose kind assi
stance I greatly appreciate. The illustrations in the text have been 
drawn by the author, directly from the slides, with the exception 
of figs. 4, 11, 14, and of fig. 25, which have been drawn after 
sketches received from Mr. J. D. Bradley, and Dr. P. Viette, 
respectively. 
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revision covered all Danish (and some foreign) species, but 
although interesting facts have been elucidated concerning other 
species, the present paper deals only with the Pammene argyrcma 
Hiibner group. However, the inclusion of Pammene 
Duponchel, not belonging to lhe group, has 
because all species of the group of 
treated in Danish literature under this name. 

/1lthough similar, the four 
argyrana group are in fact well defined and easily 

amygdalcma 
necessary 
haYe heen 

means of the confusion as to 
their and their treatment 
even in the most recent papers IS far from ralher 
serving to increase the confusion. the of my 
results may prove usefuL 

1. Pammene argy1·ana Hiihner, 1 

This first H iihner 8 
has contributed to an extreme series of synonyms. uryyrmw 

to he means of two blackish areas 
(a smaller at the apex and a at on the of 
the male , and as most of the synonyms are now mere

a few cases of taxonmnic 
"Pc~"'c" need to be mentioned below. 

his fundamental Yvork on lhe 
Obraztsov asserts as his 

more than 150 years 
binomial". This 
authors 
severe nomenclatorial 
its transference 

as a title 

used. 

Hiibner on 

for 

and has caused 
worker. e.g. 
another. \Vhen 

thus had 
COH1-

when Obraztsov arrived at the genus 
gave up this claim. P. argyrana 

Hiibner in a and 
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although Obraztsov mentions Tortrix atromargana Haworth as 
being the first binominal name of the species, he retains the 
name arggnma Hiibner, adding: >>Da der Name argyrana sich in 
der Literatur fest eingeburgert hat (und es noch nicht allgemein 
anerkannt ist, dass die Hubner'sche »Samml. eur. Schm., Tortr.« 
eine nicht binare Publikation darstellt), finde ich es als unzweck
massig eine Namensanderung der in Frage stehenden Art zu un
ternehmen «. 

Characteristic of the genus Pammene is the presence in the male 
of a of long of transparent hair-scales con
cealed under the basal edges of the last abdominal segments. 
These tufts are stated Kennel , p. 689-90) and Benander 

to be situated on the 6th and 7th as 
Metcalfe p. 88) - who consider this 

this character 
genus may be from all others 
curious formation of scales at the base of the 6th 

on 6, and Hannemann 

presence of a 
-to be 

101) >Jauf den 

Part of male genitalia, valvae (X 50) of Pammene argyrana. Fig. 1: 
Dania, prep. NL W 2124. Fig. 2 : Dania, prep. NL W 2122. Fig. 3 : 
Dania, prep. NL W 2095. Fig. 4 : From body glued on Haworth's holo
type of Torlrix (Epiblema) trigeminana, prep. BM.NH 4605. 
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letzten Segmenten«. I have found them present on tergite 6 (see 
fig. 24) in all species examined and in some species - including 
arggrcma - also on tergite 7 (see fig. 9). 

The genitalia in both sexes of argyrana are illustrated by e.g. 
Pierce & Metcalfe (1922, pl. 31), and the valva is figured by 
Benander (1950, fig. 14 y). The base of the valva is deeply ex
cavated and set with a number (2-9) of setae, an important 
character. As appears from figs. 1-4, the number of setae on 
each of the valvae is not always equal, and some of the smaller 
spines are sometimes placed somewhat apart from the others. 
The Yalnl of arggrunu illustrated hy van Deurs (1956, fig. 36 a) 
is in this respect somewhat misleadingly drawn, showing no setae 
at alL The genitalia of argyrcma figured hy Ham1emann 

instead belong to gallicolcma Lienig & Zeller. The aedea
gus contains cornuti, about 8-12 fixed; 4 deciduous. The struc
ture of the female is shown in figs. 16-17. The most 
important character within the group is the of the 
plate, which is different in each 

it has been established that the name costi-
Hmvorth is not at all associated 'vith any of the 

v•;ithin the urgyuuw group, or even within the gemv; 
few remarks about its synonymy will he 
In Danish literature the name costipunclww -was introduced by 
Bang- Ha as (1881, p. . Disregarding the priority, Larsen 
p. used the name Pumene1 ) gullicoluna Z. with costi
punctmw Hw. (1811) as a synonym for this species which now 
has proved to be composed of three distinct taxa later). The 
name costipzmctmw also seems to be used for gullicolana by e.g. 
v. Peyerimhoff (1872, p. 12-13) and other continental authors. 

British authors, however, do not follow this synonymy con
cerning Pammene costipunciana. Stephens (1834, p. 95) thus 
placed the species in his new genus Spilonoto (chiefly containing 
species belonging to the genera Notoceliu Hiibner and Epiblemn 
Hiibner), and Ragonot (1894, p. 219) stated: "M. Ban-ett dit que ce 
n'est pas la meme espece que celle decrite par Zeller sous le nom 
de gallicolcma" (a name which Ragonot considered a junior 
synonym of albugincma Guenee). In his handbook, Meyrick (1895, 
p. 495) mentioned that costipunctana Hw. might be an aberration 
of an Epiblema species, adding that the only existing old specimen 

1 i Larsen, like e.g. Rebel, is using the incorrect spelling Pamene. 
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was too doublful to admit of quotation. In his revised handbook 
(Hl28, p. he treated costipunctunu as a doubtful synonym 
of Eucosma trigeminana Stephens, 1834 and finally, Kloet & 
Hincks p. installed trigeminana as a junior synonym 
of Eucosma costipzmctcma Haworth. 

Tortri;r coslipunctana was described 
from a specimen from Norfolk, 'Which via coll. 
is included in the British Museum collection. As lhe genitalia had 
not been studied I applied in 1956 to Mr. 
sent me the sketch of the genitalia of lhe 

4. These proved to be identical with those of argymna, a most 
solution as "Vvould that Pammene aryy-

rmw could be taken for an Eucosma 
l\Ir. has 

the course of time the 
afterwards have 

abdomen and 
on, hence 

the discrepancy. Eucosma 
of costipunctana as slated 

thus is a synonym 
!Ooet & Hincks in contradistinction 

to (1959, The name coslipunctana dis-
appears from the genus Pwnmene. 

In this connection I examin-
ation in 1957 of the 

is \vith 
also becomes a junior synonym of costi-

On the other H-S." as 
, p. :321-24) most like-
1869. 

The 

Pamene 

with those described and illustrated 
p. as Pommcne Guenee. 

On my request, Mr. J. D. Bradlcy kindly a series 
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Part of male genitalia, valvae (X 50) of Pammene albuginana. Fig. 
5 : Dania, prep. NLW 2119. Fig. 6 : Dania, prep. NLW 2140 (same 
specimen as figured in fig. 27). Fig. 7 : .:\eotype, prep. :\Ius. Helsingfors 
7279 (same specimen as figured in fig. 32). Fig. 8 : Dania, prep. NL\Y 
1258. 

9 : Abdomen 
;prep. NL W 2140. 

Pammcne albuginana male (X 30), Dania, 
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12 

Part of male genitalia, valvae (X 50) of Pammene gallicolana. 
Fig. 10 : Dania, prep. NL W 1160 (same specimen as figured in fig. 28). 
Fig. 11 : Holotype, prep. Bl\INH 4370. Fig. 12 : Dania, prep. NLW 
2081 (same specimen as figured in fig. 37). Fig. 13 : Dania, prep. 
NLW 2117. 

Part of male genitalia, valvae (X 50) of Pammene suspcclana. 
Fig. H : L·clotype, prep. Bl\I:\fli 4606. Fig. 15 : Dania, prep. NL\Y 2115. 
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argyrana 

16 17 

aibug·,nana 

18 19 

Female genitalia (X 40) of Pammene spp. Fig. H1 : argymno, Dania .. 
prep. ~LW 2125 (same specimen as figured in fig. 31 J. Fig. 17 : 
argyrarw, prep. ::\LW 2123. Fig. 18 : albuginana, Dania, prep. 
2134 (same specimen as figured in fig. 34). Fig. 19 : albu_ginailfl, 
Dania, prep. ~\'LW 2141. 
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ga!l!colana 

\ \ 

' I 

20 

sr~sp·2ct n 

\ 
\ / 

22 ~ / 
'~ 

23 

Female genitalia (X 40) of Pammene spp. Fig. 20 : gal/iu;lana, 
prep. ::'\LW 2171. Fig. 21 : gallicolana, preJ>. 2172 

(same specimen as figured in fig. 36). Fig. 22 : suspeclww. Dania, 
prep. NL \V 2056. Fig. 23 : wspeclana, Dania, prep. NLW 212l\. 
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ol my preparations >Yith ..'\Ir. Pierce's original slide used for 
illustrating the genitalia of albuginana , and stated them to 
agree. 

The structure of the genitalia of the said Danish specimens 
appears in figs. 5, 6, 8 (d'), and figs. 18, 19 (¥),respectively. The 
aedengus contains cornuli, 3-5 fixed; 8-9 deciduous. The 
of a male is shown in fig. 9, demonstrating the pencils of hair
scales present on tergiles 6 and 7. Four Danish are 
illnstra ted (figs. 27, ~13, 34, 35). 

Pierce & Metcalfe cite as a nynonym gallicolana ZelL, a state
ment followed by Bradley (195\), pl. 5), who under the name 
albugincmo Guenee pictures wings of the species in question. As 
allm[Jinww (sensu Pierce & Metcalfe) and gallicoluna Lienig & 
Zeller in fact arc t\vo different species (see later) their names 
can. however, not be synonymized before the nomenclatorial 
status of the name albuginana has been settled, which has not yet 
been attempted. 

The latest monographs of the Palaearctic (Obraztsov, 
and German (Hannemann, 1961) Tortricidae do not recognize 
the problem, both mixing not only two but three different species 
under the heading of albuginano. These authors as well quote 
!]Ullicnlcma (1846) as a synonym of albuginana (1845) but their 
illustrations of the albuginana genitalia (Obraztsov, fig. 7 5 ¥; 
Hannemann, fig. 198 d') do not represent albuginana sensu Pierce 
& ::\Ietcalfe. Obraztsov illustrates gallicolana Lienig & ZcUer, and 
Hannemann a third species, viz., suspectcma Lienig & Zeller (see 
hter). On the other hand, the illustration of albuginana Gn. shmvn 
hy Bjorn (1965, pl. 6 h) does represent the species in question. 

To arriYe at a definite conclusion concerning the name albu
ginmw Guenee it is necessary to check not only the literature but 
if type material of the three species involved. The types 
of hoth oallicolana and .mspcctana later) still exist, but as to 
ollmqinunu the problem is complicated. 

is as follows. 
(1 p. under the name 

arggrana Hiibner a Russian specimen ex, coiL 
Boisduval. Later Guenee (1 p, 178; 1 p. remarked that 
the said illustration did not show argymna but 
described to whieh he applied the name 
Guenee. Also Lienig & ZeHer (1 p. 254) state that 
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of arggrana did no t represent argyrww Hiibner (a species 
·which Duponchel (18:i5, pl. 251 fig. 6) figures under the name 
lathyrmw Huhner). 

The holotype of albuginarw Guenee thus became the unique 
specimen of argyrana sensu Duponchel non Hiibner, which, ac-

to kind information from Dr. Pierre Viette , via 
coll. Oberthur, via coll. Paravicini, should be kept in the collection 
of the British ·Museum (Natural History). Mr. Bradley has most 

holh in 1956 as well as more recently searched for ihe 
specimen in vain. The Paravicini collection did contain a few 
specimens under orggrana and gallicolana, but none which could 
be as lhc Boisduval specimen. 

The type must therefore be considered lost. 
Duponche1's illustration in question is drawn m lifesize (mea

suring only 13.8 mm alar expanse). An enlarged photograph of 
this illustration is reproduced in fig. 26, together vvith a photo
graph of each of the three species which the said illustration may 
be suspected to represent. Due to individual variation within 
these species (see figs. 27-29, 32-39) and the fact that Dupon
chel's figure is rather schematic and hand-coloured (and thus 
likewise "yariable") it is not possible to state its identity with 
certainty. 

As both gallicolana and suspectana are established by existing 
type specimens their names ought to be respected and retained 
in use if possible. Therefore, since it cannot be disproved that 
Duponchd's figure does not show albugincma (sensu Pierce & 

MetcalfP. 1922; Bradley, 1959) the best course to avoid future 
confusion would be lo establish also the name albugincma. This 
requires the designation of a neotype, as proposed below. 

The type-locality is given as "Russia", without further inform
ation. In the thirties of last century collecting activity was prob-

mosl intensive in the Northwestern of Hussia. As Finland 
at that time formed of I accordingly applied to Dr. 
Hackman of the Zoological Museum of the of Helsing
fors to obtain a suitable Finnish specimen. Dr. Hackman kindly 
selected a from the museum collection, labelled: "Fennia 
A. Marso 8.7.1952, eolL Lankiala" vvhich I as 
the n Lo type of Pammene 18-15. The 
men- which is in the museum of -is illu-
sLraled in 32. and its valYae in 7. Dr. Hackman informed 
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me that the Finnish specimens previously recorded as gul!icoluna 
(e.g. Hackman et al., 1950, p. 15) have proved to belong to 
albuginana, and that gallicolana does not seem to occur in Fin
land. 

most of the Danish ''Pammene amygdalmw". stated 

to to P. albnginana, one of the males in my 
looked so different from the remainder that 

be considered The 
the dorsal larger, more 

of another There were no differences 
of lhe valva for the presence of basal 

ln 1956 I 

died 
(1 

examined a 
of material of the group from other collections I found 

more Danish A.nother Danish and a 
German one 

*) 

from 
.5-9 

coli. Zoo!. ?<fus. 

described in that paper has been asC"ril>N1 
said is. howcycr, state<l lo he 

Lienig, nCe 
ment with !he "International 
[l[!rihuted to Lienig & Zeller 

remarks lw P. L Zcller··. 
, Article ;)0 the nu!hon.hip 
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The genitalia of a supposed gallicolana illustrated by Benander 
(1950, fig. 1-1 x) belong to suspectana, while those shown by Pierce 
& Metca1fe (1922, pl. 31) as costipunctcma d and by Hannemann 
(HH31, fig. 197) as argyrana in both cases have lo be referred to 
gallicolmw. Even the specimen figured by Hannemann (Le., pl. 8 
fig. 2) as orgyrona seems to represent gallicolanu. As mentioned 
above, Obraztsov (HWO, fig. 7 5) illustrated the gullicoluna c;? geni
talia under the name albuginanu. 

4. Pammene suspectana Lienig & Zeller, 1846. 

This species, described as Gmplwlitlw suspectmw by Lienig & 
Zeller (1 p. may be distinguished from its allies the 
dorsal which is smaller, the ccnter of lhe 

one or lwo dark lines sometimes n><uuu 5 

Terminal 
hlack and 

idea of ils appearance, 
of the Two Danish nre shown in 

29 and 3~). 
Mr. has kindly dissected the type specimen (d) pre-

served in the British lVIuseum History) and sent me a 
sketch of the genitalia. Fig. i 4 shows the valvae of lhe and 
fig. ] 5 the valvae of a Danish specimen. A characteristic feature 
in suspcctmw, in contrast to uallicolana, is an excavation in the 
part of the valva situated between setae and base. As in other 

of the group the aedeagus contains two sets of cornuti, one 
set the other deciduous. Besides the deciduous even a few 
of the ·'fixed" cornuti may be found left inside the bursa of the 
female after copulation. The body of the male has hair-scales 
on tergite G. The female genitalia of two Danish specimens are 
shmvn in figs. 22-23. 

Examination of the Danish material of the group previously 
published as gallicolana (Larsen, 1915, H)27) or amygclalrma (van 
Deurs, 1951)) disclosed 6 specimens of suspectana. Later on a few 
additional finds have been added. 

As mentioned above, Benander (1950, fig. 14x) illustrates the 
valva of suspectana under the name gallicolana. Obraztsov (1960, 
p. 118J lists this species as "P. ?suspectcma (Z.)" while Hanne
man;l (1961, p. 107) does not mention suspectana except in a foot-
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note (as "unberucksichtigt") but still figures its male genitalia 
under the name albuginana (l. c., fig. 198). 

One of the species having caused confusion ·within the group 
was described and illustrated as Phtlwroblastis (Pammene) 
nana v. Peyerimhoff (1871, p. 415; 1 p. 12~13 5 fig. 5). 
\Vhile treating P. gallicolana, Kennel (1921, p. mention--
ed gallicolana v. 

in his he discussed lhe 
out scyeral characters all demon

I-hnYorlh are 

.'ul auf-
nur als cine Aberration von 

bezeichnen ...... Auch im Genitalbau einer ex1remen 

24 

Pammene amygdalana. Fig. 24 : Abdomen of male (X 30), Austria, 
prep. N"LW 2170 (same specimen as figured in fig. 41). Fig. 25 : 
Female genitalia (X 40) of lectotype, prep. P. Viette 3378. 
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Form konnte ich keine Unterschiede im Vergleich zu olbugincma 
feststellen."). 

P. fraxinww was Peyerimhoff recorded to be found exclu-
sively on stems of ash trees. The structure of the genitalia 

occurring commonly on ash trees in the 
Vit'nna, and obtained from Dr. Klimesch (Linz in Austria). "'""""'" 
to agree with Danish suspectcma. As the illustration given 
Peyerimhoff p. f) fig. 5) is too schematic I applied to Dr. 
P. VieUe in Paris 'vho readily allowed me to inspect the 

the exisls that 
be-

comes 

38. 

5. Pammenc 

In his list of (HH6. p. 

p. 

Dans le 
variete de Pammene 

La collection du J\1useum renferme unc ¥ venant de 
n ne sera 

Lobarzewskii que certain ont confondu 
avec est une tout aulre 

do it 

as the 
) G. pnmiuorana, spe-
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cies was originally recorded in this country under the name 
lobar:::ewskii Nowicki with pnznivorana Ragonot as a synonym. 
Dr. Ohraztsov informs me that this synonymy is incorrect as the 
two species are distinct. The name prunivorana is therefore used 
here as I have compared the type of this species (in the Paris 
:Museum) with the Dungeness specimen mentioned above and 
find they are conspecific." 

In his monograph, appearing after Bradley's list, Obraztsov 
p. 2 , however, states prunivorcma to be a junior syno-

nym of lobarzewskii. His illustration (I.e., fig. 55) of the genitalia 
of a French lobarzewskii d' also agrees with Bradley's (I.e., fig. 4) 

of the genitalia of pruniuorana d', the type of which Brad-
has studied, but it does not appear from Obraztsov's paper 

whether the of lobarzewskii was examined. A of its 
is necessary. 

To 1earn how the genitalia of the of """""n 
Jommis (1915, p. 111) slated to be in the Paris 
l to Dr. who in 1956 sent me the sketch repro-
ducPd in 2;}. 2L1 ShOWS !he genitalia Of an rnnnnd'o 

vdth Ohraztsov's illustration (1 11 fig. 2) of that 
from the firm Staudingcr & Bang-Haas 

The Danish specimen mentioned above as gallicolana var. 
dissection to belong to albuginana. Two 

Austrian specimens are illustrated in figs. 40 and 41. The 
does not occur in N. Europe but is distributed in C. and S. Europe 

c\s mnyydaluna is superficially more similar to a small Enar

moniu formosrma Scopoli (woebericma Denis & Schiffcrmiiller) 
than to uullicolww it is hard to understand why many authors 

Ragonot (1894, p. 219) and Staudinger & Rebel (1901, p. 
J have considered them conspecific. 

P. amggdalana has hair-scales on tergite 6 (fig. 24). The 
aedcagus contains cornuti, about 15 short, fixed; 4 wide, decidu
ous. 

Pammcne spp. (X 5). Fig. 26 : Duponchel's illustration in his plate 
26:j fig. 6 = albuginana Gucnee. Fig. 27 : albuginana o, Dania. Fig. 
28 : gallicolana o, Dania. Fig. 29 : suspectana Sfl, Dania. 
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a rg 

31 

alb 

33 

alb 

34 

gal 

37 

sus 

38 

amy 
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Survey of above synonymy of Pammene species: 

argyrana HLibncr, 1796/99 (fate on type unknown) 
atromargana Haworth, 1811 
lalliyrana Hiibner sensu Duponchel 1835, pl. 251 fig. 6 
argyrana Hubner sensu Pierce & l\Ietcalfe 1922, o gcnit. 
costipunciana Haworth sensu Pierce & 1\Ietcalfc 1922, ':? genit. 

albuginana Gucnec, 1845 (ncotype in the Zool. :Mus. Helsingfors) 
argyrana Hiibner sensu Duponchel pl. 263 6 
albuginana Guenee sensu Pierce & ::\Ietcalfe 1922, o gent. 

Y&uutu,<tu Duponchcl sensu Kloet & Hincks 1945 
albugiuana Guenee sensu Bradley 1959 
albugimma Guenee sensu Bj0rn 1965 

gallicolana Licnig & 18,16 (holotype in the Brltish Mus.) 
coslipunclaua Haworth sensu Pierce & l\Ictcalfe o 
albugincma Guenec sensu Obraztsov 1960, 75, <? genit. 
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argyrana Hiihncr sensu Hannemann 
2 

fig. 197, o genit.; pl. 8 

albuginana Guem\c sensu Hanncmann 1961, pl. 8 fig. 11 
gallicolana Lienig & Zeller sensu Bjmn 1965 

_suspectana Lienig & Zeller, 184G (lectotypc in the British Mus.) 
fraxiuana v. Peyerimhoff, 1871; 1872 (type in the Nat. Hist. l\Ius. 
Paris) 
suspectana Licnig & Zellcr sensu Kennel 1921, pl. 24 fig. 79 
gallicolana Lienig & Zcllcr sensu Benander 1950, c genii. 

Guencc ab. fraxinana v. sensu Obraztsov 
1960 
albuginana Guenee sensu Hannernann 1961, 
snspeciana Lienig & Zeller sensu Bj0rn 1965 

198, o genit. 

amygdalana Duponchel, 1843 (lectolypc in :\Ius. d'Hist. nat. Paris) 
lobarzewskii Nowicki sensu auct. 
amygdalana Duponchel sensu Obraztsov 1960 

The often bewildering synonymy of the argyrana group of the genus 
Pammene HLihner, 1825 is discussed. 

Specimens and genitalia, male and female, of the following species 
are illustrated: argyrana Htibner, 1796/99, albuginana Guenee, 1845, 

Pammene spp. (X 5). Fig. 30 : argyrana c), Dania. Fig. 31 : argy
rana <?, Dania. Fig. 32 : albuginana c), neotype. Fig. 33 : albuginana <?, 
Dania. Fig. 34 : albuginana <?, Dania. Fig. 35 : albuginana o, Dania. 
Fig. 36 : gallicolana <?, Germania. Fig. 37 : gallicolana o, Dania. Fig. 
38 : suspectana o, type of fraxinana. Fig. 39 : suspeclaua <?, Dania. Fig. 
40 : amygdalana <?, Austria. Fig. 41 : amygdalana o, Austria. 

Enl. Medd. 36 22 
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gallicolana Lienig & Zeller, 1846, suspeciana Lienig & Zeller, 1846, 
amygdalana Duponchel, 1843. 

The Danish records of P. amygdalana have all to be referred to 
albuginana, gallicolana, and suspectana, respectively. 

The genitalia of the type specimens of gallicolana, suspectana, and 
mnygdalana are illustrated. 

A neotype of albugizwna is designated (specimen and genitalia are 
figured). 

The type of P. fraxinana Peyerimhoff, 1871 is illustrated and the 
name is shown to be a junior synonym of suspeciana (syn. nov.). 

The genitalia of the body attached to the holotype of Torlrix cosli
punctana Haworth, 1811 arc figured and shown to belong to argyrana. 
Having re-examined the specimen Mr. Bradlcy established that a \Vrong 
body had been glued on the specimen which is conspecific with 
Epiblema irigeminana Stephens, 1834. The latter thus becomes a junior 
synonym of coslipunctana. Parenthetically is added that my examinat
ion in 1957 of the of Paedisca rauulana Herrich-Schaffer, 
184 7; 1851, proved this name as well to be a junior synonym of 
Epiblema costip1wclana Haworth (syn. nov.). 

The authorship of all species described in Isis, 1846 p. 175-302, 
have to be attributed to Lienig & Zcller instead of to Zeller. 
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